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Snapshots 

COMIC STRIP 

 

After all that hoopla about hentai and the Jenna Jamesons of the world, we welcome our very own online porn comic strip. Savita Bhabhi was 

ushered in covertly in March 2008 and the founders remain anonymous.  

 

She is the quintessential bhabhi, curvaceous, with the eternal sindoor marking her hair, the saree draped to cover her rather ample bosom and 

of course, the swaying walk and doe eyes that has every man hooked.  

 

It’s the coming of age for pornography in India especially, at a time when art works have been vandalised for not keeping in with Indian culture. But Savita 

Bhabhi’s sexual adventures enthrall with the simplicity of its storyline.  

 

It’s the travails and sexual dilemmas she faces with a travelling bra salesman and sometimes cricketers. It’s endearing to look at an Indian woman revelling in her 

sexuality, even though it is Savita Bhabhi. We reserve a lot of cheers for her. 

 

BACK TO SCHOOL 

 

Daisy Karumbaiah graduated with a diploma from her psychotherapy and counselling course recently. So what’s the big deal you ask? The deal 

is that Daisy is a 65-year-old who spends her time telling wonderful stories or holidaying with her son and his wife at their home in Coorg.  

 

Last year, she decided she wanted to be involved with people, therefore the psychotherapy diploma. “The others in my batch were young 

people or doctors and PhD holders,” she says. For Daisy, age doesn’t translate into rolling chairs. There’s lots more to do. 

 

HEEL IN 

 

What is common between Catherine de Medici, Sarah Jessica Parker and Jackie O? Besides being trendsetters, they loved their heels. 

 

Catherine wore hers in the 16th century, Jackie O was seen in the classic pumps, while Parker made Manolo Blahniks popular with Sex and the 

City. Doctors say they are bad for health, sociologists say they are symbols of emancipation. But women believe they are the ultimate power 

tool. 

 

 

 

 

—Bushra Ahmed and Nirmala Ravindran  
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 Five Bio Pics 

 

l Elizabeth I: Nothing beats the 

power of a female monarch in a 

m a n’s world. Watch it for the 

adrenaline rush it can give a 

woman. 

l Marie Antoinette: And let 

them eat cake, Marie 

Antoinette said. A film to watch 

for true queenly splendour and 

of course, the costumes. 

l Coco: Before Chanel: From 

women who look like goddesses 

to designers who create history 

out of garments. The story of 

couture queen Coco Chanel. 
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l Becoming Jane: Anne 

Hathaway plays author Jane 

Austen, the woman who gave 

us Elizabeth Bennet and the 

handsome Darcy. 
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